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Original Poster. Search My Stuff What's New 3 12 24 Any modern OEM looking radio for E36 we
can recommend? NelsonR32 Original Poster 1, posts months. In an ideal world I would love to
keep this system in the M3. However, the unit no longer stays in the cage properly meaning
speakers occasionally don't work and the cd changer laser is weak and near useless. However,
with digital imminent and the high cost of these second hand units I am now looking for
something that can also maybe add ipod compatibility as well. A module is available for iPod
conrol but only older generations. Not available new anymore, but you can find them on ebay
and the like. Depthhoar posts 90 months. The above Becker is a good unit but can be a bit
pricey? What about this? Not easy to get now but they do come upon eBay every now and then
I've got one but with blue backlight, though this can be changed by a service agent E30M3SE 8,
posts months. You have to go red with Becker to get it close, the amber is too yellow. Mark34bn
posts months. Becker Grand Prix all day long. Just need to find a way to rub the Rover badge
off without damaging it. Earthboundmisfit posts months. A cd43 looks more oem than anything,
but unfortunately it's terrible at being a hifi. Gutless underpowered cr4p, I ended up buying a
special booster amp to try to improve things. A becker is like a meridian hifi in comparison. Fair
enough, sorry if I sounded a bit harsh in my post - I'd had a few yesterday! To be fair, not
everyone is looking for the ultimate hi-fi experience when they're out driving their car. Take
Myself for example. More times than not, when I'm out in the car the stereo simply becomes
background noise due to concentrating on My driving. I'm far more concerned about the other
cars on the road than if My bass is a bit weak or if the mid-range lacks a bit of clarity. So long as
the stereo can generate some background noise, that's all that matters - for Myself and people
like Me , an expensive, crystal clear, bass thumping ultimate car stereo is simply going to end
up being a waste of money as it will be paid no more attention than a cheaper stereo! Don't get
on your high horse, the suggestion was based on the OPs criteria, matching led colour to the
BMW orange and ipod connectivity. Having a decent head unit allows you to fill the cabin
without it sounding anything but smooth, it is not about thumping bass, it is about giving a
more relaxed sound, so helping you concentrate on the road around you more easily. Your
comments just show you're ignorant to what a nice head unit brings to the table. For the cheap
option I've kept the standard head unit and use one of those FM transmitters. Works well when
you can find a free frequency. BMW E36s are past the point where a majority of the owners have
upgraded or at least thought about upgrading their car. The oldest E36s are now nearly three
decades old and there has been a plethora of upgrades and modifications created specifically
for this BMW. With a CAI the biggest thing to remember is that you need to make sure that your
intake is actually getting colder air. The performance gains are not enormous, depending on the
kit you can get up to 5 or 6 horsepower. A CAI make a nice roaring sound in the upper rpm
range. Before you buy a cold air intake, check out the M50 intake manifold conversion! The
intake manifold kits certainly cost more and it will take you more time to install but trust me it
will be well worth it in terms of the performance gain. This is one of my favorite BMW e36
upgrades, and it is awesome on any later model inline 6 E36 Series Check out the BMW forums
for confirmation on this one, as this upgrade is universally recognized among e36 fanatics as
one of the best bangs for your buck. I have a BMW i and am currently on the hunt for a junkyard
M50 intake. So why on earth would you replace the M52 with an M50 intake? Simple, the early
E36 M50 intakes have larger intake ports which allow for more air and will give a later model E36
a nice HP boost. Unfortunately, the M50 intakes are becoming more difficult to find at the

junkyard, but maybe you can get lucky. A manifold upgrade is relatively inexpensive and within
the scope of many DIYers. I recommend buying the intake conversion kit as it will make the
process significantly quicker. E36 owners frequently report that it feels like they are driving a
new car after installing this upgrade. Traditionally, the number one highest-rated component of
an E36 is the handling. After years though, these vehicles suspension have typically had it, and
no longer handle anywhere close to what they did when they were new. Depending on how
much you want to throw into parts you can really get involved with an E36 suspension. There
are well over a dozen bushings in the rear end alone. You have to press the oem bushings and it
can be a real nightmare. If you are looking to replace some of the old bushings, I suggest
replacing them with urethane bushings. Why are urethane bushings better for performance
vehicles? Rubber is a far softer material than urethane and it has a lot more give when you hit
bumps. Urethane bushings reduce suspension movement and therefore make the suspension
far more responsive to the driver. Urethane also has higher abrasion, cut, and tear resistance
compared to rubber. Horsepower upgrades on an E36 can be a lot of fun, but not if the
suspension is in poor condition. This I why I highly recommend making performance
suspension components a part of your focus. If you have a convertible E36 or a Z3 you can just
skip right over this recommendation. The x-brace was installed as factory equipment on the
convertibles since their chassis are naturally less stiff than coupes or sedans. If you have a
coupe or sedan though you are in luck! This is one of the most popular upgrades on an E36 and
for good reason. The x-brace serves two purposes, it will further stiffen up the chassis on your
E36 and it will also help protect your engine from hazards on the road. Increased stiffness is
important for anybody looking for a fun daily driver. One of the simplest and cheapest BMW e36
upgrades you can do is installing an e36 performance chip. There are many aftermarket e36
chip makers out there that can give your bmw a significant hp boost. The good news about e36
performance chips is that there are a ton of options and information on installation online. They
are also relatively simple to install, and can be had for a few hundred dollars or less. But wait a
minute, what about increasing the airflow exiting the motor? OEM exhausts are restrictive, an
upgraded exhaust will give you an hp gain and a really nice sound to go with it. Do some
research on these as different exhausts have different sounds, and the pricing can vary widely
depending on the maker. The hp gains certainly vary depending on the exhaust you decide to
go with, and whether or not you already have an M3 or not. Many e36 fanatics swap to a
performance exhaust simply to get a nicer sound. It is chock-full of plastic components that too
often fail prematurely and then can quickly cause a head gasket to fail. So what can you do to
upgrade the coolant system? Swap out that plastic thermostat housing unit with an aluminum
unit. BMW in all of its wisdom used a plastic propeller on its E36 water pumps, this should be
swapped with an aluminum model. One of my favorite water pump brands is Beck Arnley. You
could even go with a high-performance aluminum water pump if you are so inclined.
Additionally, the expansion tank is plastic and is known to develop hairline cracks over time.
There are several different types of radiator upgrades you could purchase. Mishimoto aluminum
radiators are typically rated very highly. Zionsville also makes an extremely impressive
aluminum radiator, although it is quite expensive. Typically the less expensive radiators are
two-row and have similar cooling capacities overall. The rows in aftermarket radiators such as
the Mishimoto tend to be thicker than the OE two-row radiator. These radiators have a larger
capacity and more efficiency. Therefore, the best thing you can do before looking to swap your
differential is to get under the back of your E36 and check the tag number. The tag will let you
know whether it is an LSD or not. Another way to identify whether you already have an LSD is
by jacking up the rear end and spinning one tire. Why get an LSD? Overall, there are a ton of
BMW e36 upgrades that you can choose, and many of them can be had at a relatively
inexpensive price point. Finding the right ones for you can take some research, but they are
certainly well worth the money and time. I hope this has given you some ideas on what you can
do with your E I am a BMW enthusiast and owner of abetterbmw. I have been repairing, flipping,
and parting out BMWs for nearly ten years. I love these vehicles and I hope you will find my
articles and YouTube channel helpful for whatever BMW project you have in store! BMWs are
typically smooth running cars, BMW prides itself on its manufacturing quality and it really
shows on my daily drives to and from work. However, all cars develop problems sooner or later
and Nobody likes it when their cars have mechanical issues. One of the most terrifying potential
problems that Skip to content. Check out these tips! X-Brace Installation If you have a
convertible E36 or a Z3 you can just skip right over this recommendation. Conclusion Overall,
there are a ton of BMW e36 upgrades that you can choose, and many of them can be had at a
relatively inexpensive price point. Continue Reading. Search Google!! Garage Images. Books
Tools Parts. Used Cars. Links FTP. Google Search. Remove the driver's side c-pillar cover by
also pulling carefully from the top. The antenna booster module will be visible, mounted to the

c-pillar. Disconnect the wire for the c-pillar light by simply unplugging the connection. This will
get the cover out of your way. Next, locate the remote-on terminal on your amp in the trunk.
There is usually a blue wire running to it. Hook a 5 or 6 foot length of insulated wire to the
terminal and run it under the trunk lining material and up to the antenna booster. It doesn't
matter where you run the wire as long as it's hidden. Don't cut the wire, but strip a quarter-inch
section of the isulation. Twist the other end of the wire you ran from the amp's remote-on
terminal to this stripped section and tape it up good with electrician's tape. Plug the white wire
back into the antenna booster, replace the c-pillar cover don't forget to hook the light back up ,
replace the seat bolster, and you're done. Now the antenna booster is getting power when your
amp is turned on. Your FM and AM reception should be back to 'normal'. I think what happens is
that some stereo installers who shall remain nameless fail to connect the 'power antenna' lead
from the new head unit to the hidden antenna booster. Without power, the booster is not 'on'
and all you're getting from the antenna in the rear window is a weak, unamplified signal. Any
comments or suggestions from the stereo experts out there? The BMW E36 M3 has become the
"go-to" fun, fast, and surprisingly affordable sports car with enthusiasts clamoring to pick up
clean examples before they're all gone. BMW purists will try to keep them as stock as possible
while BMW tuners will modify and change the vehicle to the extent of the owners' imagination
or, more realistically, pocket depth. The S50 and S52 inline 6-cylinder engines are very strong
motors given proper maintenance has been performed, making them the perfect base for
modifications. You've probably driven your E36 around town and had some fun on the back
roads, content with how the car performs in its current state. However, there are people who are
left wondering how they can make the ride even more enjoyable and make the car even better
than what BMW provided. Here are just a few of the many things that can be changed on the E36
M3 and why you would and wouldn't upgrade them. However, everyone who drives a manual
transmission knows the struggle that comes with rowing through the gears to get up to speed.
Upgrading the stock flywheel on a 5-speed BMW E36 M3 to a lightweight variant can achieve
both of these ideals. The flywheel is a critical component between the engine and the
transmission. The flywheel in most manual transmissions is usually a heavy, dual-mass piece
that is expensive to replace and bogs down shifts. The average dual-mass flywheel can weigh
pounds and cannot be resurfaced, meaning when the flywheel is worn out, the whole unit must
be replaced. This part is unique in design as the main body is made from T6 aluminum while the
friction service is replaceable and made from steel, meaning that when the friction surface is
worn out, the whole flywheel does not need to be replaced. Additionally, this particular model
weighs only 13 pounds, a huge improvement over the stock flywheel. Often, people misinterpret
the main benefit of a lightweight flywheel to be the reduction in overall vehicle weight. With any
performance upgrade, there are bound to be downsides. You can simply apply more throttle
while slowly releasing the clutch, but this can lead to premature clutch wear. Most of these
mods require a significant of of time or cost involved, but not the brakes. The stock brakes on
the E36 M3 are more than large enough to handle everything but the most extreme duty, even
E36 M3 race cars run stock calipers. The biggest difference comes from running a more
aggressive brake pad and upgrading or replacing the old brake fluid. Both Hawk and Ferodo
have models for everything from enthusiastic street driving to dedicated track use. You can't go
wrong with either, but be sure to choose a compound that fits your application. Running a track
pad on the street will not offer adequate stopping performance as you won't be able to get
enough heat into your brakes. Brake rotors for your E36 M3 are pretty simple. We almost always
recommend blank rotors as they offer the best value and durability. Zimmerman makes a great
set of blank rotors to run with any pad, from street to track. And if you're looking to simply
restore your brakes back to stock without any real performance upgrades, we have a selection
of BMW E36 M3 brake kits. Upgrading the BMW E36 M3's suspension, will result in immediate
noticeable improvements in handling and ride quality. The E36 M3 came from the factory with
sport-tuned suspension that allows for decent handling and comfort for everyday driving. When
these components go, upgrading them is a good way to ensure that the replaced components
will last and perform in a way that meets your needs. The most common suspension upgrade
involves changing out the stock struts and shocks for coilovers. Coilovers triumph over
lowering springs in this regard. Replacing the bushings that connect your suspension to the
chassis is equally important to any other vehicle maintenance. Over time, rubber bushings can
go bad and affect handling and ride quality. Many people choose to switch out the rubber
control arm bushings for upgraded polyurethane bushings that provide a stiffer ride and
improved longevity over stock. The downside is that same stiffness as some people find the
harsher ride unpleasant when driving around town. When people are in the market for new tires,
they often wonder how "plain rubber" can be so expensive; some can cost hundreds of dollars
per tire. In fact, a lot of engineering and design goes into the production of vehicle tires. If you

plan on driving the car around town throughout the year, consider an all season variant from a
reputable brand like Bridgestone, Hankook, or Michelin. Summer tires are an excellent choice
for people with the luxury of keeping their M3 in the garage during bad weather, but otherwise
are very niche. Personal recommendations for a good all-round summer tire is the Hankook
Ventus V12 Evo 2. It is a great tire for commuting as well as the occasional auto-x or spirited
mountain drive. It's quiet while offering great dry grip and amazing control on wet roads. If
you're looking for something more aggressive for auto-x or track duty, or if you live somewhere
like California where it doesn't rain often, one of our new recommendations is the Falken RT
Recently released, this tire offers some of the highest performance for a budget price. As with
any car, the BMW E36 M3 is only as strong and reliable as the maintenance and care put in by
the owner. It's always good practice to ensure that your car is running well without issues
before putting money into performance and aftermarket upgrades. We always recommend that
you use high quality parts for peace of mind. What kind of modifications have you done to your
E36 M3? Have they added to the driving experience? Let us know in the comments! The power
steering fluid reservoir on the BMW E36 is infamous for leaks, both at the reservoir itself and
the hoses. Learn to replace the reservoir and hoses. With a service life of 60,miles, learn to
replace it yourself rather than bring it to a shop. Follow along with this step-by-step guide.
Installing coilovers on your BMW E36 is one of the best ways to improve the handling or close
that wheel gap. Follow this DIY for cost-effective coilovers. Being able to see is important for
you and others. The only thing separating your BMW F30 engine from the harmful, damaging air
is the engine air filter. Learn how to replace a BMW F30 engine air filter. If you've ever had to
bleed an older BMW's cooling system, you know how much of a pain it is. BMW fixed this on
their newer cars with an electric water pump. BMW made it easy to reset the service message or
service light in their modern cars such as the F Learn how to reset it in a matter of minutes.
There aren't any tools required and it should take less than a minute. Rigidity is key for any
track car or fun daily driver as flex can cause sloppy handling. Written by : Mansur Wisaa.
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